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Bell 412 HR.2 Griffon 
Inferior Set 

Set # WBA48013

Introduction
The Bell 412 aircraft used by 84 Sqn. RAF in Cyprus have the cabin fitted out for Search 
and Rescue operations. The additional equipment includes crew seats, dinghy packs, and 
portable medical equipment. Most of this can be scratch built, but some items are more 
difficult for modellers to produce by themselves - these are the items included in this Interior 
Set.

What you get

resin parts:

3 x crew seats - uprights 
3 x crew seat pans 
2 x jump seats 

one folded 
one down

bulkhead behind cockpit 
with winch Controls 

2 x fire extinguishers

jump seat for rear 
cabin bulkhead - 2 
versions supplied 
(either folded up or 
extended)

cockpit fire 
extinguisher

seat pan can be 
fitted in either the 
folded or the 
extended position

folded

extended

crew seat

also:

lead foil for waterproof 
cabin floor bath

small cabin fire 
extinguisher - 
behind centre 
console

Preparation: general 
instructions
Remove resin parts carefully from the 
moulding blocks to which they are attached 
using a scalpel or razor saw.. Sand lightly 
to remove any roughness and tidy up any

bulkhead behind 
the starboard pilot 
seat - with winch 
Controls and air 
vents etc.

mould lines - remember that resin dust can 
be harmful; we therefore suggest that you 
use a mask when sanding, and sand wet 
rather than dry.
Note that the masters have been produced 
using 3-D printing, and some parts 
therefore have an extensive support 
framework which must be removed with 
great care to avoid damage.
Resin items can be attached with 
cyanoacrylate adhesive.

Paint as desired using any hobby paints.
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rail under cabin roof 
- both sides

crew

etch
handle on 
outside of 
starboard 
cabin 
door

cabin
intercom
cable

use lead foil 
provided to 
make the 
waterproof 
“bath” in the 
cabin

add pipe

NOTE slings harnesses etc. 
hanging from cabin ceiling crew seats

new bulkhead 
behind pilot’s 
seat

handle from 
etch fret - 
into shape





ar ränge! 
of strap: 
suLV.i.v.a.l1 
packs 01 
cockpit

add etch 
handle

EMERGENCYEXIT

jump seat in 
folded 
Position - to 
attach, drill 
locating 
holes in rear 
cabin 
bulkhead

etch handle 
inside 
cabin door

scratch 
build as 
much detail 
as desired


